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Built from the ground up for the AP® French Language and Culture curriculum, Thèmes 
aligns perfectly with the AP® themes and recommended contexts. The second edition 
of this best-selling program continues a tradition that users have come to expect, while 
introducing new language learning tools and a wealth of updated authentic selections in 
a range of formats. This version reflects the 2019 Board Curriculum and Exam 
Description (CED).

Authentic content: Includes a varied and expansive range of personal, professional, and mass media text, audio, 
and audio/visual types in print and online—30% updated from first edition.

vText: Easy-to-navigate interactive Student Edition with searchable table of content and page-number browsing for 
use at home, in class, or on the go.

Online assessment: Now includes opportunities for formative and summative online assessment through the 
Supersite.
 
News and Cultural Updates: AP® theme-related News and Cultural Updates online tool features contemporary 
authentic video and reading selections supported by carefully scaffolded activities—updated monthly!

Available with AP® French Test Prep: Package options mean you can purchase Thèmes, 2nd Edition with the new 
AP® French Language and Culture Exam Preparation worktext (print and/or digital).

Thèmes 2nd Edition 

A powerful tool for language instruction

FOR TEACHERS FOR YOUR STUDENTS
Time-Saving Tools
No need to spend time hunting down authentic 
materials…finding the perfect video…crafting 
scaffolded activities…creating assessments…or 
grading homework. We’ve done the heavy lifting for 
you. The Supersite provides everything you need to 
plan, prepare, teach, and assess.

Powerful Course Management
With the Supersite, you can easily shape our 
curriculum to fit your instructional goals and 
teaching preferences. Plus, you can monitor student 
progress, communicate securely with individual 
students or the entire class, and track and report on 
students’ efforts and outcomes. 

Enhanced Support
Get all the guidance you need to use the Supersite 
to its fullest potential—from face-to-face 
presentations and weekly training webinars by fellow 
educators, to pre-recorded videos on a variety of 
topics.

Plenty of Practice
Learning a new language takes practice. With the 
Supersite, students have hundreds of program-specific, 
thematically-based, and carefully-scaffolded practice 
activities right at their fingertips.

Safe Environment
With its uncluttered interface, innovative tools, and 
seamless textbook-technology integration, the Supersite 
will help you reach students and build their love of 
language in a safe digital space.

Engaging Media
Students use the Supersite to access a digital version of 
their textbook, to complete practice activities, watch 
videos, listen to audio, take assessments, access a 
range of resource tools, and more.

Contact your Sales Representative for Supersite access at 
vistahigherlearning.com/contact-a-rep

AP® and Advanced Placement are registered trademarks of the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this product. 

Learn more: vistahigherlearning.com/thèmes-2e
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